
 

 

 

 

ONE CALL, ONE RELATIONSHIP - ONE GREAT EXPERIENCE 

 (770) 529-5678 

Every day we save companies hundreds of dollars per year on their dial tone and internet 

purchases. The solution often does not rest with just one provider. Today a mixture of services 

often provides the best bottom line. 

Rottweiler Systems, Inc. provides FREE consultation and ordering services, at no cost to you 

from Windstream, CBeyond, and AT&T. Because we represent multiple carriers, we can provide 

you with the best quotes from any one or all four providers. We are authorized by those dial tone 

providers to represent them in the product that you need and we save you money! As pricing, 

services and needs change, so does the needs of your company. Not every solution is the same 

and competing vendors usually have great bundled services. We assist you in determining the 

best solution and that is right for your company. If all you want is a line, multiple lines, DSL, 

PRI, T1 or Internet services we help you with negotiating the numerous land mines that cause 

frustration of ordering and delivery of services protecting your company in the ever changing Ma 

Bell/CLEC world. 

Because of the fluctuating markets, your office requirements may have changed. It is wise to 

review the services that you have each year so that together may improve your bottom line. 

Rottweiler Systems, Inc. matches customers to providers with a strategy that is aligned with your 

corporate structure. We do not have a quota or agenda with any provider that we offer and our 

business is not dependent on the dial tone order. To request a quote, fax your request along with 

your current phone bill and we will be glad to review and recommend a solution for you. 

You can expect Rottweiler Systems, Inc. to provide you with the following: 

 A personal, consultative sales visit. Yes, we still come to see customers! 

 A communications package tailored to the needs of your business. 

 A Service Coordinator to make sure your installation goes smoothly. 

 Quick installation and simple ways to order additional services as you need them. 

 Easy, fast account management with either Cbeyond, Windstream, AT&T or Birch 

Telecom.  

 Plus, we also provide customized personal assistance from our staff via the contact us 

page or by email or call us (770)529-5678. 

 Outstanding customer support, thanks to our dedicated representatives and state-of-the-art 

systems. 

 (770) 529-5678  info@myipsystem.com    www.myipsystem.com 


